For a given set of quantizers and a data vector, the optimal bit allocation in a ratddistortion sense is the sequence of quantizers which minimizes the overall distortion for a given bit budget. In an operational framework, this sequence is dependent on the data realization rather than on its probabilistic model and the cost of describing the sequence itself becomes therefore part of the bit budget. We present an allocation algorithm based on dynamic programming which determines the optimal bit allocation taking into account the side information of describing the structure of the allocation itself; practical simplifications of the algorithm are also presented with respect to coding of continuous data sources.
INTRODUCTION
Bit allocation is a special case of the more general resource allocation problem in which a limited amount of resources has to be distributed among several recipients while minimizing a specified cost functional. In the bit allocation problem we usually have a set of different quantizers, operating at different bit rates, and a set of data sources; the goal is to choose a specific quantizer for each source so that the overall cumulative distortion measure (such as the MSE) is minimized and the total number of bits is at the same time below a prescribed bit budget.
The problem can be tackled from within two very different frameworks. In a probabilistic scenario we assume we possess the statistical description of each source and the ideal ratddistortion (IUD) curve of each quantizer. The goal is to design a quantization scheme which is asymptotically optimal for the given input class. Since a quantizer's RID curve is generally strictly convex, the optimal bit allocation can be efficiently found using reverse water-pouring techniques or variations thereof [ 11. The resulting quantization scheme can be considered "hard wired", since the design is done only once for an entire class of input data.
The second approach to resource allocation does away with statistical descriptions and deals exclusively with the particular data realization to be quantized. The first fundamental difference is that in this case we no longer rely on asymptotic IUD quantizer curves but on a discrete set of operational RID points specific to each quantizer-source pair. In other words, the set of distortion values for each data source must be explicitly computed for all bitrates (see [2] ). The second main difference is that, in this case, a description of the final optimal set of quantizers must be supplied along with the quantized data; this represents an unavoidable cost in term of effective bit rate, since a part of the overall bit budget must be spent to encode a sequence of quantizer descriptors. This cost is obviously data-dependent (imagine using the same quantizer for all sources versus a different quantizer for each source); 0-7803-5041-3/99 $10.00 0 1999 IEEE 241 1 true optimality for the allocation requires that this cost be part of the IUD cost functional in the minimization process and this in tum introduces dependence between allocation choices. While this second approach is definitely more expensive computationally, it can yield significant performance gains; where bitrate is a premium, it may very well be worth the extra effort, and this is the case we will treat in the following sections.
THE BIT ALLOCATION PROBLEM
Consider a sequence of N data"points" ZF = (21, 22,. . . , z~} ;
when the first and last subscripts are implicit, the data sequence will be indicated simply by z. The zi's need not be identified with scalar values, while possibly being such; they are best viewed as finite subsets of signal samples: ( M x M)-pixel image blocks for instance, or contiguous, non overlapping segments of 1-D signals.
Consider further a set of P quantizers { q k ) . k = 1 , . . . , P where each quantizer works at integer bitrate b k ; let d k (zi) be the distortion when quantizing data point z i with quantizer number k. Let k = k? be a sequence of N indices between 1 and P: D ( k , x ) will denote the total distortion when coding the entire data vector with the sequence of quantizers indexed by IC; B ( k ) will denote the rate associated to the given sequence of quantizers. The optimal bit allocation problem for a total bit budget of B bits can therefore be formalized as min{D(k, 2)) B ( k ) = B When rate and distortion values are independent for different data points, it is simply D(k, z) = xi d k i (Zi) and B ( k ) = xi b k i ; in this case, a well-known algorithm for optimal allocation was proposed by Shoham and Gersho [3] : minimization of the global distortion is replaced by an independent minimization of the Lagrange cost functionals &(A) = dki ( 2 : ) -t X b k i for all data points, yielding a set of quantizer indices. If, for a given A, the total corresponding bitrate happens to fulfill the bit budget requirement, then the corresponding set of quantizer is optimal; otherwise the minimization is iterated over different X values until the optimum is found. This algorithm is efficient but it has a series of practical drawbacks. First, as with all iterative algorithms, its computation time is non-fixed, depending heavily on the initial guess for A. Second, each minimization provides the optimal allocation only for a single total rate and the minimization plus iteration process must be repeated if a different rate is desired; furthermore, a new global iteration is needed if the data vector is extended with new points. Finally, the algorithm does not work in its original form if the WD values are not independent, as in the case of the side information requirements illustrated in the previous section.
Part of these problems were addressed in [4], where the GB-FOS algorithm is used to obtain the optimal allocation for all possible rates simultaneously. The scheme is however designed for a set of quantizers with contiguous rates and, again, no provisions are made for side information or data vector extension, which makes the above algorithms more suitable to a fixed-design problem than to a strictly data-dependent encoding.
In the rest of this paper we will present a fairly general bit allocation algorithm basecl on dynamic programming. While dynamic programming is no new tool in this sense (dating back at least to [5]), it has not been widely used because of its purported computational complexity; for some examples see [6, 7] . We will attempt to show however that the dynamic programming framework is not only very flexible and very well suited to the problem of including side information, but offers practical algorithmic implementations which trade computational complexity for global optimality at a linear cost in the number of data points.
BIT ALLOCATION WITH SIDE INFORMATION

Independent Allocation
Let us initially consider the dynamic programming solution for the case of independent allocation. For any given bit budget B the optimal allocation I C' is The key observation is that, due to the additivity and non negativity of rate and distortion values:
In other words, the optimal solution at step n with rate B can be obtained from the partial solutions at step n -1 with rates "one quantizer away" from B. The algorithm can be organized on a trellis [8] as follows: let S,, be the set of meaningful states in the trellis at step n; each element of S,, is a (r, k, c) triple where r is the cumulative rate, k is the last quantizer index, and c is the cumulative distortion. Then:
Initialization:
1) let SO = ((0, 0,O));
Allocation:
Ateachstepn, 1 5 n 5 N 2) let S,, = 0;
3) precompute dj(z,) for j = 1,. . . , P ; 4) for all previous states (r, k , c ) E S,-I f o r j = 1 t o P compute new cumulative rate:
compute new cumulative distortion: and collect the quantizer indices following back along the branches in the trellis;
Please note that in the end not only do we have the optimal allocation.for all rates, but also the optimal allocation for all data subsets <,j 5 N ; extending the optimal allocation to a longer data vector is therefore straightforward.
The computational requirements of the algorithm can be estimated as follows. 
Summing across all points, for a length-N data vector storage and computational requirements are therefore proportional to (A/2)(N2 + N ) i
Side Information
A data vector encoded with the optimal, data-dependent sequence of quantizers cannot be decoded unless the description of the sequence itself is provided. This description however will use up part of the total bit budget and therefore the final allocation cannot be considered truly optimal unless it takes into account the description's cost. While there are several different way to encode the quantizer sequence, a simple and effective way is to signal quantizer transitions: each time we switch to a different quantizer, we send its index. In terms of the allocation process we are introducing backward dependence in the coding rate of contiguous data points: suppose the cost of signaling a transition is w bits; for a quantizer qj applied to data point z,, the distortion is unchanged but the effective rate is bj or bj + w according to whether the previous quantizer for data point zn-l is also qj or not. Luckily, this kind of dependence is easily integrated in the previous dynamic programming framework and it determines only an increase in the size of the state space. Line 4 of the allocation algorithm can be modified as follows: then Sn = (S, \ { ( r ' , j , t ) } ) U {(r',j,c')l
Note that now we are allowed to prune only between states with the same rate and the same quantizer index. The increase in state space size is due to the fact that the rate range at each step is augmented by w bits and that states with the same rate but different quantizer index are distinct, which increases the number of states P times. The upper bound in (4) remains valid with the substitution:
A = GCDj{bj,bj + w } Please note that, although in this description we assumed that the cost of a transition is independent of the quantizer, the same algorithmic procedure can be used if the cost of a transition is w(i,j), where i and j are the indices of old and new quantizer.
If some prior information is available about the data which makes the use of a quantizer more likely than others, this information can be usefully incorporated in w(i, j) to minimize side information. Similarly, unequal transition costs can be used in perceptual coding to penalize the use of discontinuities in modeling.
It is worthwhile to note at this point that we have not specified how the description of the allocation and the quantized data are to be merged in a single bitstream; this relates to the chosen communication protocol between encoder and decoder and is outside the scope of this paper. For an example of how to address the problem see for instance [9].
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
In the following section we will illustrate some implementation strategies which reduce the complexity of the algorithm in most practical cases. To facilitate the discussion, we will make use of a graphical representation of the trellis based on its continuous approximation. First of all notice that the quantizer rates can be normalized so that they are coprime and that the smallest rate is zero. In this case at each step n the minimum rate is zero and the maximum rate is n(qmax -qmin) = nA. With this normalization, any trellis can be represented graphically as a wedge (see Fig. 1 
):
the step number n runs along the z-axis while the rate r is plotted along the y-axis (pointing downwards); the slope of the wedge is simply A. In the continuous approximation we consider n and r as real valued quantities; this allows us to infer estimates on the number of states as surface measures: the number of states in Fig. 1 is N2A/2, which, for a moderately dense set of quantizers, is very close to the bound in (4) summed over all steps. 
Zooming in
In most compression applications, we are concemed with one particular bit rate or at most with a narrow range of rates around a given bit budget. The trellis structure allows US to "zoom in" to the range of interest, reducing the total number of trellis states (and of operation) to O ( N ) .
Suppose we are interested in bit rate of B at the final step N . At each intermediate step n, it is enough to keep only those states whose rate P satisfies B -(N -n)A 5 r 5 B; trellis paths through all other states will either undershoot or overshoot the target rate. This is represented in Fig. 3-(a) ; the total number of meaningful states for the trellis is proportional to the shaded area W in the wedge, yielding
Similarly, if we zoom in on a range of rates between Bmin and B , , (see Fig. 3-(b) ), the number of states is proportional to W = 
Block-by-block and continuous coding
W O classes of applications require us to terminate the trellis search before the global optimum is found; this happens when either the size of the data vector size is unknown a priori or it imposes storage requirements which are too large, or when there is a limit on the processing delay before quantization and encoding of data points. In both cases, the rate requirement can only be formulated in terms of an average bitrate of p bitslsymbol, with qmin 5 p 5 qmo+; in the graphical representation the target bitrate becomes a line of slope p, as in Fig. 1 .
A first approach is to partition the data into size-L contiguous blocks and run the "zoom in" algorithm separately for each block for a target rate B = pL. The resulting trellis configuration is displayed in Fig. 4-(a) .
A second approach, more in line with standard trellis practice, is the following. Assume we start building the trellis up to n = L + 1, at which point we backtrack L steps and find the locaffy optimal path for rate B = (L + 1)p. For a sufficiently large L, we can assume that s1 = (rl, kl, cl), the initial state of this path at n = 1, is actually the initial state of the gfobuffy optimal path and we can encode and send the associated first data point using quantizer kl. If s1 is indeed optimal, the globally optimal path will unwind inside a wedge starting at s1 even if the globally optimal and the locally optimal path afterwards differ in all states but the first one. This means that at step L + 2 we need only update the states in SL+1 whose rate r satisfies The storage and computational costs of the algorithm are clearly linear in n. A graphical representation of the resulting "tiled wedges" is displayed in Fig. 4-(b) . For both strategies, the resulting suboptimality is heavily dependent on L. In the block by block approach, the bitrate requirement is followed exactly over length-I, segments; the price we pay is a high distortion if the block size is small compared to the rate of change of the signal. The continuous coding approach follows the optimal path more closely but usually does not yield a constant bitrate over fixed blocks. Both methods also introduce "out of budget" side information; while in the block algorithm however this happens only at each block boundary, in the continuous algorithm continuity of states is not preserved and the price can be substantially higher. The best tradeoff is obviously dependent on the quantization problem and on the data, and it must be necessarily tested "on the field". A numeric example is displayed in Fig. 2 : a synthetic 500-point data vector is generated by a iid random number generator whose variance switches 
CONCLUSIONS
We presented in its general form an algorithm for optimal bit allocation using dynamic programming which takes into account the cost of describing the allocation itself to the decoder. While the global optimum for a length-N data vector requires on the order of N 2 operations, in most practical cases the algorithm's complexity can be reduced to linear. Current research is under way towards minimum-delay applications in audio coding [lo] ; for upcoming results, please refer to: http://lcavwww.epfl.ch/-prandoni/optimal.html
